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State Planning Commission
GPO Box 1815
ADELAIDE SA 5001
SENT BY EMAIL:

DIT.PlanningReformSubmission@sa.gov.au

CC : Minister for Planning and Local Government: AttorneyGeneral@sa.gov .au

Dear Commissioner and Minister
DRAFT PLANNING AND DESIGN CODE PHASE 3 - December 2020
Thank you for extending a second opportunity to provide feedback on the revised draft Planning
and Design Code (the Code) - Phase 3.
Council has welcomed the Commission 's decision to revise some aspects of the Code following
previous public consultation in February 2020. In particular we applaud the Commission's
decision to : identify Contributory Items; introduce new zones including the Established
Neighbourhood Zone, Hills Neighbourhood Zone and the Local Activity Centre Zone; and expand
the use of Technical and Numerical Variations in some zones.
We have also appreciated the opportunity to work with our Council Liaison Officer who has been
most helpful and informative during this process.
The attached Table of Submission highlights Council's key concerns, identified to date, with
respect to this current iteration of the Code . Given the volume of Code material and the limited
time for this consultation period , Council and Administration have not been able to undertake an
exhaustive assessment of every clause and issue covered in the draft Code. The absence of our
comment on any issues or policy does not imply Council's acceptance or endorsement of the
revised draft Code policy for every property in our council area .
In particular, we draw your attention to our recommendations regarding some issues of key
concern which are detailed more fully in the attached Table :
All Residential Areas (including Historic Areas)
Include additional areas in the Established Neighbourhood Zone , which have been identified
by the City of Burnside and listed in the attached Submission Table .
Ensure that all land uses which are currently non-complying in our current residential areas,
are identified as 'restricted development' in the new Code.
Retain existing boundary setbacks for new development, particularly at upper levels.
Restrict boundary wall length to 8m as currently exists.
Reflect all current Development Plan policy with respect to notification , including notification
for additional dwellings, two storey development, earthworks where new dwelling is located
600mm above ground level , and change of use from residential to non-residential.
Remove DTS/DPF policy from all neighbourhood zones , which allows opportunity for second
crossover/driveway/access points.
Maintain existing provision to prevent garage dominance.

Historic Area Overlay

Remove opportunity of an economic test for demolition criteria , (PO. 7.1 ), by replacing the
phrase "beyond reasonable repair" with the phrase "irredeemably beyond repair" .
Include policy to disallow deliberate neglect as an avenue to achieve demol ition .
Revise name 'Representative Buildings', to a more neutral term such as 'Nominated Building '.
Tree Canopy & Environment

Include appropriate 'non-negotiable' policy to ensure that new development is required to
provide suitable trees and living green infrastructure which will deliver canopy cover and
noticeable microclimatic benefits to the health and wellbeing of neighbourhoods.
Remove opportunity for an 'off-set' fund which would not require tree planting on the specific
site of development.
Increase the number of non-negotiable trees to be planted as part of a new development as a
requirement for all types of development.
Include requirements for the size of tree planning required plus ongoing maintenance in both
Code policy and conditions of approval.
Exclude tree-damaging activity from accepted and deemed to satisfy assessment pathways
Include policy criteria for stand-alone tree damaging activity in relation to a regulated tree
Reflect current controls for tree-damaging activity, including that "a// other reasonable
remedial treatments and measures must first have been determined to be ineffective "
Include a minimum requirement for natural soft landscaping .
All Areas

Provide clear practice directions and definition on what constitutes a "minor variation".
Remove private assessor's ability to determine what constitutes a minor variation.
Infrastructure

Council continues to be concerned that the potential rate and intensity of new development
will place existing local infrastructure, especially roads and stormwater systems, under
additional stress, particularly in Adelaide's older established areas.
I trust that you will address these areas of concern before final implementation of Phase 3 of the
Code. Council will continue to work with DIT to ensure the best outcome for the citizens of
Burnside.
If you would like any further information in relation to the City of Burnside's submission , please
or email
contact Mr Aaron Schroeder, Strategic Projects and Planning Manager on Ph .
@burnside.sa.gov.au

Chris Cowley
Chief Executive Officer
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DISCUSSION

ACTION / AMENDMENT REQUESTED

Watercourse
Zone (WCZ)

The draft mapping incorrectly indicates that all of the existing Watercourse Zone would
be placed in the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone.

Areas within the existing WCZ should be rezoned as
follows:

Sites currently sitting within the existing Watercourse Zone should be transitioned to
the new zone which will surround those sites.





Residential Zone

All of Council’s residential areas currently sit in the same Residential Zone which is
divided into 29 Residential Policy Areas (RPAs), with the exception of the Historic
Conservation Zone and Watercourse Zone.
Council requested that a number of existing RPAs be included in the Character Area
Overlay and the Established Neighbourhood Zone (ENZ).
All areas nominated for the Character Area Overlay have been declined for inclusion.
Given this, the correct zone allocation for these areas is critical.
Only 5 areas were endorsed for inclusion in the Established Neighbourhood Zone:
RPAs 1, 5, 11, 13,18.
We believe the following areas should also be included in the Established
Neighbourhood Zone: RPA 6, 7, 8(part), 10, 12, 14, 15, 16(part), 20, 21, 22(part), 23,
24, 26 – rather than the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone (SNZ), as the Suburban
Neighbourhood Zone has a reduced emphasis on design compatibility and will facilitate
a loss of streetscape amenity and character in these areas through:






quantative standards allowing reduced spaces around and between buildings,
quantative standards permitting increased garage dominance
quantative standards permitting increased length of boundary wall development
quantative standards permitting increased site coverage
quantative standards permitting reduced setbacks from boundaries, particularly for
2 storey development,
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WCZ in Tusmore (First Creek) – transitioned to
Established Neighbourhood Zone
WCZ in Stonyfell (First Creek) – transitioned to Hills
Neighbourhood Zone
WCZ in Burnside (Second Creek) - transitioned to Hills
Neighbourhood Zone

The following policy areas should be included in the
Established Neighbourhood Zone:















RPA 6 Greater Kensington Park
RPA 7 Greater Kensington Gardens
RPA 8 Rosslyn Park (part only = Hyland Tce &
Taylor Tce, north of Park Ave)
RPA 10 Leabrook (North)
RPA 12 Erindale
RPA 14 Toorak Gardens (South East)
RPA 15 First Creek
RPA 16 Burnside (North) (part only = Young Street)
RPA 20 Glenside (Village)
RPA 21 Linden Park
RPA 22 Beaumont Common (part only = Greenhill
Road, Kintore Ave, Seaton Ave, Strathspey Street,
Moore Ave)
RPA 23 Frewville
RPA 24 Glenunga (North)
RPA 26 Glenunga (South)
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quantitative standards permitting development to be built closer to secondary roads
reduced opportunities for mature tree planting
built form policy changes reducing potential for meaningful landscaping within front
yards, side areas and rear yards;
built form policy changes reducing the height of privacy screening from 1.6 metres
to 1.5 metres
a greater range of non-residential uses envisaged

In allocating the various RPAs to the SNZ vs the ENZ, considerable emphasis seems
to have been placed on only Objective 1 in each of the RPAs, with little consideration
of the primary objectives and purpose of the existing Residential Zone as whole, the
current desired land uses envisaged in the Residential Zone, the mature and
established state of each of the RPAs, the public notification requirements, nor the
remaining policies in each of the RPAs which are used to assess development and
contribute to enhancement of the overall character and amenity of these areas.
The objectives and desired outcomes and anticipated land uses in the draft SNZ zone
are completely at odds with the desired outcomes in Council’s current Residential Zone
and each of the remaining RPAs nominated for inclusion in the ENZ.
The draft SNZ has a much stronger emphasis on ‘mixed use’ neighbourhoods than the
ENZ. Whilst the ENZ also promotes non-residential uses in the zone, the degree to
which this is contemplated and desired has much less emphasis than in the SNZ.
Currently, the public notification requirements are the same in each of the RPAs of the
Residential Zone. The SNZ has fewer land uses which will be subject to notification
than the ENZ such as supported accommodation and alterations and additions to
community facilities, educational establishment and preschools.
Furthermore, unlike the ENZ, the SNZ does not have a DO2 which refers to front
yards, plantings etc. This outcome is clearly mentioned in Obj 1 in each of these RPAs
and has not been given due regard in the allocation of certain RPAs to the SNZ. All of
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the current RPAs make mention of predominant built form character, development
patterns, and front yards.
The change in desired land use and intensity of development envisaged by the
Suburban Neighbourhood Zone has the potential to completely change the character
and amenity of each of the allocated RPAs. Each of the nominated RPAs should
transition to the draft Established Neighbourhood Zone as this will result in an outcome
which is more comparable to existing zoning, policy and current desired outcomes as:





this zone contains quantative measures covering design parameters such as
setbacks, site coverage, garage width and boundary wall length more akin to
that which currently exists
these areas are established neighbourhoods with a predominant built form
character and development pattern which is detailed in the each of the existing
Residential Policy Areas
these areas have stronger built form characteristics that are reflected in current
Development Plan policy.
these areas are not neighbourhoods that are experiencing a level of infill
development any greater than the rest of the Council area that has been
endorsed for inclusion in the Established Neighbourhood Zone

In the Phase 3 Code Summary Report, Transition of existing Residential Zone/Policy
Areas, the following points further support Council’s request to include these residential
policy areas in the Established Neighbourhood Zone:
Development Plan includes policy relating to built form character which is not
compatible with the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone – each of the RPAs requested for
inclusion in the ENZ are not compatable with the SNZ
The current policy seeks character derived from pattern of development, such as low
site coverage and substantial setbacks – each of the RPAs requested for inclusion in
the ENZ envisage low site coverage and substantial setbacks
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Setback of Two
Storey
Development

The current requirements for setbacks for development from side and rear boundaries
will be substantially reduced, particularly for two-storey development. This will severely
impact the amenity of both the individual property and the streetscape, particularly in
relation to access to privacy, sunlight, overshadowing and the space in and around
buildings.

Current setback criteria in the City of Burnside should be
maintained in all residential areas through a technical and
numerical variation. In particular, all two storey
development should be setback at least 4m from the side
boundary and 8m from the rear boundary of residential
properties.

Privacy
Screening Upper
Levels

City of Burnside currently requires upper level sill heights of 1.6m to mitigate potential
overlooking of adjoining properties.
The Code proposes to reduce sill height requirement to 1.5m which will result in an
unacceptable increase in potential overlooking

Sill height should be no less than 1.6m for upper storeys.

Development on
Boundary

Under the existing policy, boundary wall development is restricted to 8m in length and
3m in height in all residential areas.

Boundary wall development should be restricted to 8m in
length in all residential areas.

The revised draft Code continues to allow boundary wall development up to 11.5m in
length in all areas other than the ENZ.
Given that boundary development will no longer be publicly notified in most cases, the
potential for a substantial increase in development on the boundary from that which
currently exists, will result in poorer design outcomes and amenity for neighbouring
properties, without neighbours having any input.
Building
Envelope –
Interface Height

The building interface envelope aims to minimise building massing at the interface with
residential development. The Code proposes a number of changes to the existing
Building Interface Envelope diagram and wording in the existing Urban Corridor Zone
and as it relates to development in a number of other proposed zones.

The Building Interface Envelope should be 30 degrees in all
zones and on all interfaces, regardless of building
orientation.
Remove any reference to ‘only grading north’ and southern
boundary.

Garage
Dominance

Under the existing policy, garage door widths are capped at 30% of the site frontage in
all residential areas.
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Garage door widths should be capped at 30% of the site
frontage in all residential areas (not just the Established
Neighbourhood Zone).
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The revised draft Code continues to allow garage doors to be substantially wider than
current policy i.e. up to 50% of frontage up to 7m in all areas other than the ENZ.
This will result in new dwellings dominated by garage doors, resulting in poorer design
outcomes and reduced streetscape amenity
Driveway
Crossovers

Under ‘Design in Urban Areas’ DTS/DPF 23.3(b)(ii) sites over 10m can have a second
driveway as shown below:

Remove DTS/DPF policy from all neighbourhood zones
which allows opportunity for second driveway/access point

This is an unnecessary policy which is extremely concerning as the majority of
residential allotments in the City of Burnside are over 10m in width.
Such a policy has the potential to significantly undermine street tree planting
objectives, reduce options for on-street parking and reduce opportunities for tree
planting & landscaping in front yards throughout the City. This policy works directly
against many other stated objectives to achieve increased tree canopy throughout
metropolitan Adelaide.
Commercial
Development in
Residential
Zones

The revised draft Code continues to allow a wide range of commercial uses in
residential areas.

Commercial development in existing residential areas is not
supported,

Little research and analysis has been provided to support this approach, particularly in
established residential areas.

Those uses currently non-complying within existing
residential areas should be discouraged and/or be
classified as ‘restricted development’ in all existing
residential areas, including those in the proposed Housing
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There is a wide disparity between the policies which speak to desired land use (eg
shop, consulting rooms and offices of 100-200m2 vs the quantitative provisions for
restricted non-residential development (which has a threshold of 1000m2 for these
uses)

Diversity zone, General Neighbourhood Zone, Suburban
Neighbourhood Zone and Established Neighbourhood
Zone.

The term ‘representative building’ is misleading. It infers that current Contributory Items
are only of ‘representative’ value, rather than each being of individual historic value as
a significant member of the historic collective group, irrespective of their form or
design.

Suggest using the term ‘Contributory Building’ or
‘Nominated Building’, in lieu of ‘Representative Building’

Demolition Criteria 7.1 (b)

The demolition performance outcomes for the Historic Area
Overlay should be identical to the demolition performance
outcomes in the Local Heritage Place Overlay (PO 6.1).

The proposed demolition criteria 7.1 (b) in the Historic Area Overlay is unacceptable.
The phrase “beyond reasonable repair” is ambiguous and open to subjectivity,
argument and inconsistency. Contrary to the State Planning Commission’s advice that
they had removed the ‘economic test’, the term ‘reasonable’, not only includes the
notion of an economic test, but also opens the door for a further range of arguments
which could facilitate the loss of our valued heritage. This is unacceptable. The
demolition criteria should be related only to being a safety risk and “irredeemably
beyond repair”.

Local Heritage
Place Overlay

Demolition Criteria P.O. 6.1(b)
Policy should prohibit wilful damage as a means to attain demolition approval

Tree Canopy
and Climate
Resilience

The 30-Year Plan calls for an increase in tree canopy cover by 20% by 2045, however,
the draft Code works directly against this by facilitating larger developments covering
more of the site and the easier removal of trees on both private and public land.
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Demolition Criteria

Historic Area Overlay PO 7.1 (c):



Remove wording: “(b) the structural integrity or safe
condition of the original building is beyond reasonable
repair.”
Replace with: “ (b) the structural integrity or safe
condition of the original building is irredeemably beyond
repair”

Remove 6.1(b) and replace with: “the structural integrity or
condition of the building represents an unacceptable risk to
public or private safety resulting from actions and
unforeseen events beyond the control of the owner and is
irredeemably beyond repair.”
The option to pay into an “off set” tree fund is not
supported.
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For example, the requirement to plant just one small tree on a site up to 450m 2 or four
small trees for sites over 800m 2 is vastly inadequate and insufficent to achieve the
government’s target for increased tree cover.

Any payment into such a scheme should be seen and
promoted as a last resort. Applicants should be required to
demonstrate that all reasonable measures have been
explored before granting an option to pay money into an off
set scheme in lieu of planting a tree. If a DTS development
is unable to meet the tree planting requirements, this
application should be “performance assessed’

The requirement to plant a reasonably sized tree as part of a proposed development
should not be circumvented by paying money into an ‘offset tree fund’ as this would
allow the erosion of tree canopy in that specific location. It is very concerning that
private certifiers may have the ability to assess a DTS development and accept
payment into such as scheme.
The cumulative changes facilitated by the Planning and Design Code will increase
urban infill and negatively impact urban green tree canopy. The impact of urban infill
across Australia is clearly demonstrated by the evidence based national research
undertaken of Councils across Australia conducted by the RMIT University Centre of
Urban Research between 2016 – 2020 and published in a recent report ‘Where will all
the Trees Be’ on 11 November 2020. This report identifies that in relation to City of
Burnside, there has already been an increase in ‘grey cover’, identified as hard
surfaces such as roads, pavements and roofs which is undesirable and will add to the
amount of heat generated in the suburbs. At the same time, this report identifies a loss
of green cover across City of Burnside over this period, leaving reduced existing cover.
As the City grows, the City of Burnside faces a significant challenge to arrest the
decline in its climate modifying green cover. The Planning and Design Code should
give further consideration to the increase in urban infill resulting in increasing grey
cover across the suburbs.

Trees & Reg/Sig
Tree Overlay

There appears to be a gap in the policy regarding regulated trees.
In the revised Overlay there is no equivalent policy to PO 1.3 for regulated trees. PO
1.3 only refers to significant trees.
With no equivalent policy for regulated trees there will be no criteria to assess a
proposed stand-alone tree-damaging activity in relation to a regulated tree.
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The number of trees to be planted as part of a new
development should be increased and be a requirement for
all types of development.
Requirements for minimum tree planting size and ongoing
maintenance should be written into both Code policy and
conditions of approval.
Further consideration needs to be given to the recently
released report ‘Where will all the Trees Be’ published by
the RMIT University Centre of Urban Research. In
particular, site coverage parameters should be no more
than the current 40% building footprint (50% of the site) as
any increase in site coverage will further reduce
opportunities for reasonably sized tree planting.
Policy should ensure that accepted and deemed to satisfy
assessment pathways do not include tree-damaging activity
Code should include policy criteria for stand-alone tree
damaging activity in relation to a regulated tree
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Soft
Landscaping

Soft landscaping is critical to reduce the heat island affect in built up areas, particularly
with increasing density and site coverage.

Code should include policy which requires a minimum area
of natural soft landscaping, in addition to tree canopy cover,
regardless of site area or land use.

Public
Notification

The rate of public engagement in the assessment process through public notification
will still be significantly reduced where development is envisaged in a particular zone.

Code should reflect current Development Plan policy,
particularly where there will be a direct impact on adjoining
neighbours. In particular, public notification should be
undertaken for:
 Two storey development (regardless of height)
 Additional dwellings on a site
 New development on the boundary
 Development located 600mm above ground level
 Change of use from residential to non-residential
Private assessors should not be able to make ‘judgement’
calls where proposed development deviates from Deemed
to Satisfy criteria or where it involves the interpretation of
minor variations

Given that the range of uses envisaged in residential areas will be substantially
increased, then the likelihood of being notified will be limited.

Private
Assessment of
Development

Each of the design and land uses issues raised above are even more critical to correct
given the increased role of private planning consultants in the decision-making
process.
The ability for Private assessors to determine whether or not an application is “minor” is
concerning.
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A practice direction is needed to clarify the process and
procedures that must be satisifed before a development
application may be considered as “minor” variation.

CITY OF BURNSIDE SUBMISSION ON REVISED DRAFT PLANNING AND DESIGN CODE - ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current
Development
Plan Zone/Policy
Area

Consultation
November 2019
Code Proposal

Consultation
November 2020
Code Proposal

COMMENTS/ KEY CONCERNS

Business
(Fullarton Road)

Suburban
Employment

Business
Neighbourhood

This zone more appropriate
Building height TNV now applied to address
existing building height provisions
Rear boundary setbacks are considerably
less than current

Business (Glen
Osmond Road)

Community
Neighbourhood Community Area
1

Business
Neighbourhood

Community
Facilities

Business
Neighbourhood

Community
Facilities Neighbourhood

MAPPING
ERRORS

Action Requested

Include TNV for:




side boundary setbacks for 2
storey development and to
western boundary of zone (as
per existing)
GLFA to match existing 450m 2
limit

Setbacks from side boundaries not provided
for two storey development and are crucial
for privacy, overlooking and overshadowing
impacts

Amend building envelope for all
boundaries from 45 to 30 degrees

Building height TNV now applied to address
existing building height provisions

Include TNV for side boundary setbacks
for 2 storey development

Setbacks from side boundaries not provided
for two storey development and are crucial
for privacy, overlooking and overshadowing
impacts

Amend building envelope for all
boundaries from 45 to 30 degrees

New subzone introduced to address building
heights

Amend building envelope for all
boundaries from 45 to 30 degrees

Buiding envelope interface height is provided
by a 45 degree plane. Given that this zone is
surrounded by low scale residential
development in most cases, a 30 degree
interface envelope for all boundaries is
important.
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Current
Development
Plan Zone/Policy
Area

Consultation
November 2019
Code Proposal

Consultation
November 2020
Code Proposal

COMMENTS/ KEY CONCERNS

Community Community Area
2

Community
Facilities

Community
Facilities Neighbourhood

New subzone introduced to address building
heights

MAPPING
ERRORS

Action Requested

Amend building envelope for all
boundaries from 45 to 30 degrees

Buiding envelope interface height is provided
by a 45 degree plane. Given that this zone is
surrounded by low scale residential
development in most cases, a 30 degree
interface envelope for all boundaries is
important.
Community

Community
Facilities

Community
Facilities Neighbourhood

Buiding envelope interface height is provided
by a 45 degree plane. Given that this zone is
surrounded by low scale residential
development in most cases, a 30 degree
interface envelope for all boundaries is
important.

Amend building envelope for all
boundaries from 45 to 30 degrees

District Centre District Centre
Area 1

Suburban
Activity Centre

Suburban
Activity Centre

Building envelope interface height still a 45
degree plane (other than on a southern
boundary)

Amend building envelope for all
boundaries from 45 to 30 degrees

District Centre District Centre
Area 2

Suburban
Activity Centre

Suburban
Activity Centre

Given that this zone is surrounded by low
scale residential development in most cases,
a 30 degree interface envelope for all
boundaries is important.

Amend building envelope for all
boundaries from 45 to 30 degrees

District Centre District Centre
Area 3

Community
Facilities

Community
Facilities

Amend building envelope for all
boundaries from 45 to 30 degrees
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Current
Development
Plan Zone/Policy
Area

Consultation
November 2019
Code Proposal

Consultation
November 2020
Code Proposal

COMMENTS/ KEY CONCERNS

Hills Face

Hills Face

Hills Face

Policy largely the same
Restricted Development Table lists ‘dwelling’.
Clarity is needed that this also includes
alterations and additions to existing
dwellings. Current table is ambiguous

Historic
Conservation HCPA 1 Rose
Park

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Historic
Conservation HCPA 2
Eastwood

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Historic
Conservation
HCPA 3 St
George’s
(Wootoona Tce)

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Historic
Conservation
HCPA 4 Beulah
Park

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Historic
Conservation
HCPA 5 Tusmore

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Established
Neighbourhood

New zone selection more appropriate
Key design concerns around upper level
setbacks

Established
Neighbourhood

Established
Neighbourhood

Established
Neighbourhood

Established
Neighbourhood

MAPPING
ERRORS

Action Requested

Amend table to clarifty that reference to
‘dwelling’ also includes alterations and
additions to existing dwellings

TNV needed for upper level setbacks to
match existing:
Rear - 8m
Side – 4m

New zone selection more appropriate

TNV needed for upper level setbacks to
match existing:

Key design concerns around upper level
setbacks

Rear - 8m
Side – 4m

New zone selection more appropriate

TNV needed for upper level setbacks to
match existing:

Key design concerns around upper level
setbacks

Rear - 8m
Side – 4m

New zone selection more appropriate

TNV needed for upper level setbacks to
match existing:

Key design concerns around upper level
setbacks

Rear - 8m
Side – 4m

New zone selection more appropriate

TNV needed for upper level setbacks to
match existing:
Rear - 8m
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Current
Development
Plan Zone/Policy
Area

Consultation
November 2019
Code Proposal

Historic
Conservation
HCPA 6 Toorak
Gardens (North)

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Historic
Conservation
HCPA 7 Toorak
Gardens
(Fergusson
Square)

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Historic
Conservation
HCPA 8
Glenunga Park

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Historic
Conservation
HCPA 9
Kensington
Gardens
(Reserve)

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Local Business
Local Business
Area 1

Suburban
Business and
Innovation

Consultation
November 2020
Code Proposal

Established
Neighbourhood

Established
Neighbourhood

Established
Neighbourhood

Established
Neighbourhood

Business
Neighbourhood

COMMENTS/ KEY CONCERNS

MAPPING
ERRORS

Action Requested

Key design concerns around upper level
setbacks

Side – 4m

New zone selection more appropriate

TNV needed for upper level setbacks to
match existing:

Key design concerns around upper level
setbacks

Rear - 8m
Side – 4m

New zone selection more appropriate

TNV needed for upper level setbacks to
match existing:

Key design concerns around upper level
setbacks

Rear - 8m
Side – 4m

New zone selection more appropriate

TNV needed for upper level setbacks to
match existing:

Key design concerns around upper level
setbacks

Rear - 8m
Side – 4m

New zone selection more appropriate

TNV needed for upper level setbacks to
match existing:

Key design concerns around upper level
setbacks

Rear - 8m
Side – 4m

New zone selection more appropriate

TNV needed for GLFA

TNV for height – max 2 levels

TNV needed for upper level setbacks
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Current
Development
Plan Zone/Policy
Area

Consultation
November 2019
Code Proposal

Consultation
November 2020
Code Proposal

COMMENTS/ KEY CONCERNS

MAPPING
ERRORS

Action Requested

Buildings over 250m2 currently noncomplying. No GLFA limits in new zone
Setbacks from side boundaries not provided
for two storey development and are crucial
for privacy, overlooking and overshadowing
impacts
Local Business
Local Business
Area 2

Suburban
Business and
Innovation

Business
Neighbourhood

New zone selection more appropriate
TNV for height – max 2 levels

TNV needed for GLFA
TNV needed for upper level setbacks

Buildings over 250m2 currently noncomplying. No GLFA limits in new zone
Local Business

Local Centre

Suburban
Business and
Innovation

Suburban
Activity Centre

Business
Neighbourhood

Local Activity
Centre

New zone selection more appropriate

TNV needed for GLFA

TNV for height – max 2 levels

TNV needed for upper level setbacks

Buildings over 250m2 currently noncomplying. No GLFA limits in new zone
This zone more appropriate for size and
scale of existing centres, however, there are
no floor area limits in this zone. Current
GLFA is 450m2

Amend building envelope for all
boundaries from 45 to 30 degrees

TNV introduced to restrict height to one
storey (6m) as per existing
Building envelope still a 45 degree plane
(other than on a southern boundary).
Potential for overshadowing & overlooking of
adjoining low scale residential development
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Include TNV or similar to restrict existing
GLFA limits to 450m2

CITY OF BURNSIDE SUBMISSION ON REVISED DRAFT PLANNING AND DESIGN CODE - ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current
Development
Plan Zone/Policy
Area

Consultation
November 2019
Code Proposal

Consultation
November 2020
Code Proposal

COMMENTS/ KEY CONCERNS

Local Commercial
(Auldana)

Suburban
Employment

Suburban
Business

Floor area limits for shops, offices and
consulting rooms. No floor area limits for
store, warehouse or light industry
Medium density housing subordindate to
employment uses (currently non-complying)

MAPPING
ERRORS

Action Requested

Include GLFA limits for store, warehouse
and light industry
Amend building envelope for all
boundaries from 45 to 30 degrees

Building envelope still a 45 degree plane
(other than on a southern boundary).
Potential for overshadowing & overlooking of
adjoining low scale residential development
Mixed Use
(Glenside) Mixed
Use (Glenside)
Area 1

Innovation

Suburban
Innovation Rehabilitation

New zone selection more appropriate

Mixed Use
(Glenside) Mixed
Use (Glenside)
Area 2

Innovation

General
Neighbourhood

New zone selection more appropriate

Mixed Use
(Glenside) Mixed
Use (Glenside)
Area 3

Business
Neighbourhood

Business
Neighbourhood

Amend building envelope for all
boundaries from 45 to 30 degrees

Mixed Use
(Glenside) Mixed
Use (Glenside)
Area 4

Community
Facilities

Community
Facilities

Amend building envelope for all
boundaries from 45 to 30 degrees
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Amend building envelope for all
boundaries from 45 to 30 degrees

CITY OF BURNSIDE SUBMISSION ON REVISED DRAFT PLANNING AND DESIGN CODE - ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current
Development
Plan Zone/Policy
Area

Consultation
November 2019
Code Proposal

Consultation
November 2020
Code Proposal

COMMENTS/ KEY CONCERNS

Neighbourhood
Centre

Suburban
Activity Centre

Suburban
Activity Centre

Building height TNV now applied to address
existing building height provisions

MAPPING
ERRORS

Action Requested

Amend building envelope for all
boundaries from 45 to 30 degrees

Scale and intent of current zone still not
reflected in new Zone.
Uses which are not currently envisaged in the
Neighbourhood Zone should be discouraged.
Building envelope still a 45 degree plane
(other than on a southern boundary).
Potential for overshadowing & overlooking of
adjoining low scale residential development
Office

All Residential
Zones
(see also General
Comments Table
addressing Zone
selection)

Business
Neighbourhood

Business
Neighbourhood

Building height TNV now applied to address
existing building height provisions

Amend building envelope for all
boundaries from 45 to 30 degrees

Setbacks from side boundaries not provided
for two storey development and are crucial
for privacy, overlooking and overshadowing
impacts

TNV needed for upper level setbacks

Commercial development (currently noncomplying in Burnside) in existing residential
zones is still envisaged and encouraged

Commercial uses which are currently noncomplying in existing residential areas
should be discouraged or restricted
development

Potential for signifcant impacts on existing
residential amenity and ongoing land use
conflict, particularly in relation to traffic, noise
and after hours activity
Potential to undermine existing commercial
centres and viability

Restrict boundary wall development to
8.0m in length
Restrict garage width to 1/3 of width of the
site of dwelling
Site coverage to match existing
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CITY OF BURNSIDE SUBMISSION ON REVISED DRAFT PLANNING AND DESIGN CODE - ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current
Development
Plan Zone/Policy
Area

Consultation
November 2019
Code Proposal

Consultation
November 2020
Code Proposal

COMMENTS/ KEY CONCERNS

MAPPING
ERRORS

Action Requested

Signfiicant lack of policy in neighbourhood
zones for commercial uses greater than
250m2 but less than 1000m2
Total Floor Area provisions for commercial
development are only “guidelines”
Development on boundary up to 11.5m in
length
Residential RPA1 Greater
Beulah Park

Residential RPA2 Northern

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Established
Neighbourhood

New zone selection more appropriate

TNV needed for upper level setbacks to
match existing:

Key design concerns around upper level
setbacks
General
Neighbourhood

Suburban
Neighbourhood/
General
Neighbourhood

Part of this policy area was recommended as
a Character Area as part of Council’s
submission.
Current min site area 375m2 for all – site
areas will be substantially reduced by Code
allowing detached dwellings 300m 2 & row
dwellings 200m2
Suburban Neighbourhoold Zone not
compatible west of Guhrs Rd
Space around and between buildings will be
substantially reduced
Overshadowing, bulk and scale issues
related to two storey development
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Rear - 8m
Side – 4m
TNVs incorrect for
min site areas.
Should be 375 m2
for all

Established Neighbourhood Zone should
apply to that portion of the RPA2 west of
Guhrs road and including Guhrs Road.
Suburban Neighbourhood Zone should be
applied to remainder of poliy area
Amend TNV for min site area to 375 m 2
for all locations
TNV needed for upper level setbacks to
match existing:
Rear - 8m
Side – 4m
Restrict length of developent on boundary
to 8.0m

CITY OF BURNSIDE SUBMISSION ON REVISED DRAFT PLANNING AND DESIGN CODE - ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current
Development
Plan Zone/Policy
Area

Consultation
November 2019
Code Proposal

Consultation
November 2020
Code Proposal

COMMENTS/ KEY CONCERNS

Residential RPA3 Magill
(Chapel)

General
Neighbourhood

General
Neighbourhood

Request to include in Suburban
Neighbourhood Zone denied

MAPPING
ERRORS

Apply Suburban Neighbourhood Zone
TNV needed for upper level setbacks to
match existing:

Proposed zone envisages a scale and
intensity of development that is currently not
contemplated

Rear - 8m
Side – 4m

Current min site area 325m2 for all – site
areas will be substantially reduced by Code
allowing detached dwellings 300m 2 & row
dwellings 200m2

Restrict length of developent on boundary
to 8.0m
Restrict garage width to 1/3 of width of the
site of dwelling

Key design issues around increased site
coverage, increased garage dominance,
increased boundary wall, reduced second
storey setback.
Residential RPA4 Magill
(Romalo)

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Action Requested

Amend site coverage in this zone to
match existing

There are still signficant concerns around
many design elements that will impact the
space around and between buildings

TNV needed for upper level setbacks to
match existing:
Rear - 8m
Side – 4m

Space around and between buildings will be
substantially reduced

Restrict length of developent on boundary
to 8.0m

Overshadowing, bulk and scale issues
related to two storey development

Restrict garage width to 1/3 of width of the
site of dwelling
Amend site coverage in this zone to
match existing
Residential RPA5 Kensington

General
Neighbourhood

Established
Neighbourhood

New zone selection more appropriate
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Min site area for
Detached

Replace min site area for detached
dwelling from 2350m2 to 350m2

CITY OF BURNSIDE SUBMISSION ON REVISED DRAFT PLANNING AND DESIGN CODE - ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current
Development
Plan Zone/Policy
Area

Consultation
November 2019
Code Proposal

Consultation
November 2020
Code Proposal

Park (South
West)

COMMENTS/ KEY CONCERNS

MAPPING
ERRORS

Action Requested

Character Area Overlay not applied

Dwelling
incorrect.

Amend TNV for min site area to 350 m 2
for all locations

Public code and
SAPPA states
2350m2. Should
be 350m2

TNV needed for upper level setbacks to
match existing:

Key design concerns around upper level
setbacks
Incorrect min.site area for detached dwelling

Residential RPA6 Greater
Kensington Park

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Request to apply Character Area Overlay
denied
Subsequent request to include in Established
Neighbourhood Zone also denied
Suggested Suburban Neighbourhoold Zone
not compatible.
As Council’s request to include this area in
Character Area Overlay, the correct zone
allocation is even more critical
Space around and between buildings will be
substantially reduced through reduced
setbacks and increased site coverage

Rear - 8m
Side – 4m
Apply Established Neighbourhood Zone
TNV needed for upper level setbacks to
match existing:
Rear - 8m
Side – 4m
Restrict length of developent on boundary
to 8.0m
Restrict garage width to 1/3 of width of the
site of dwelling
Site coverage should match existing

Overshadowing, bulk and scale issues
related to two storey development
Poor design outcomes through increased
garage dominance
Residential RPA7 Greater

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Request to include in Character Area Overlay
declined.
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Apply Established Neighbourhood Zone

CITY OF BURNSIDE SUBMISSION ON REVISED DRAFT PLANNING AND DESIGN CODE - ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current
Development
Plan Zone/Policy
Area

Consultation
November 2019
Code Proposal

Consultation
November 2020
Code Proposal

Kensington
Gardens

COMMENTS/ KEY CONCERNS

MAPPING
ERRORS

Action Requested

Subsequent request to include in Established
Neighbourhood Zone also denied

TNV needed for upper level setbacks to
match existing

Suggested Suburban Neighbourhoold Zone
not compatible

Amend two storey setback to side
boundaries:

Space around and between buildings will be
substantially reduced

Rear - 8m
Side – 4m

Overshadowing, bulk and scale issues
related to two storey development

Restrict length of developent on boundary
to 8.0m

Poor design outcomes through increased
garage dominance

Restrict garage width to 1/3 of width of the
site of dwelling
Site coverage should match existing 40%

Residential RPA8 Rosslyn
Park

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Request to include in Character Area Overlay
declined.
Subsequent request to include in Established
Neighbourhood Zone also denied
Suggested Suburban Neighbourhoold Zone
not compatible
Space around and between buildings will be
substantially reduced
Overshadowing, bulk and scale issues
related to two storey development

Should be height
2 levels 9m .
Inconsistent
SAPPL vs. Public
Connect

Apply Established Neighbourhood Zone
(part only = Hyland Tce & Taylor Tce,
north of Park Ave)
TNV needed for upper level setbacks to
match existing
Amend two storey setback to side
boundaries:
Rear - 8m
Side – 4m
Restrict length of developent on boundary
to 8.0m
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CITY OF BURNSIDE SUBMISSION ON REVISED DRAFT PLANNING AND DESIGN CODE - ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current
Development
Plan Zone/Policy
Area

Consultation
November 2019
Code Proposal

Consultation
November 2020
Code Proposal

COMMENTS/ KEY CONCERNS

MAPPING
ERRORS

Poor design outcomes through increased
garage dominance

Action Requested

Restrict garage width to 1/3 of width of the
site of dwelling
Site coverage should match existing 40%

Residential - RPA
9 Northern
Foothills

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Hills
Neighbourhood

New zone selection more appropriate
given undulating land
Side setbacks are a flat 1.9m for a sloping
site (>12.5%)

Residential –
RPA 10 Leabrook
(North)

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Request to include in Character Area Overlay
declined.
Subsequent request to include in Established
Neighbourhood Zone also denied
Suggested Suburban Neighbourhoold Zone
not compatible
Space around and between buildings will be
substantially reduced
Overshadowing, bulk and scale issues
related to two storey development
Poor design outcomes through increased
garage dominance

Residential –
RPA 11 Leabrook
(South)

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Established
Neighbourhood

New zone selection more appropriate

Frontage is 25m
for group
dwellings &
residential flats

Amend TNV of frontage for group
dwellings and residential flats to be 25m
TNV needed for upper level setbacks to
match existing:
Rear - 8m
Side – 4m
Apply Established Neighbourhood Zone
(part only = Hyland Tce & Taylor Tce,
north of Park Ave)
TNV needed for upper level setbacks to
match existing:
Rear - 8m
Side – 4m
Restrict length of developent on boundary
to 8.0m
Restrict garage width to 1/3 of width of the
site of dwelling
Site coverage should match existing
TNV needed for upper level setbacks to
match existing:
Rear - 8m
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CITY OF BURNSIDE SUBMISSION ON REVISED DRAFT PLANNING AND DESIGN CODE - ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current
Development
Plan Zone/Policy
Area

Consultation
November 2019
Code Proposal

Consultation
November 2020
Code Proposal

COMMENTS/ KEY CONCERNS

MAPPING
ERRORS

Side – 4m

Key design concerns around upper level
setbacks
Residential –
RPA 12 Erindale

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Request to include in Character Area Overlay
declined.
Subsequent request to include in Established
Neighbourhood Zone also denied
Suggested Suburban Neighbourhoold Zone
not compatible

TNV for height
incorrect.
Public code and
SAPPA says 1
storey. Should be
2 levels/ 9m

Poor design outcomes through increased
garage dominance
New zone selection more appropriate

Rear - 8m
Side – 4m

Amend TNV for max building height to be
2 levels (9m)

TNV for height incorrect

Established
Neighbourhood

TNV needed for upper level setbacks to
match existing:

Restrict garage width to 1/3 of width of the
site of dwelling

Overshadowing, bulk and scale issues
related to two storey development

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Apply Established Neighbourhood Zone

Amend boundary wall to restrict length of
developent on boundary to 8.0m

Space around and between buildings will be
substantially reduced

Residential –
RPA 13 Dulwich

Action Requested

Site coverage should match existing
TNV for height
incorrect.

Amend TNV for max building height to 1
level (6m)

Public code and
SAPPA says
2storey. Should
be 1 level/ 6m

TNV needed for upper level setbacks to
match existing:

TNV for height incorrect
Key design concerns around upper level
setbacks
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Rear - 8m
Side – 4m

CITY OF BURNSIDE SUBMISSION ON REVISED DRAFT PLANNING AND DESIGN CODE - ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current
Development
Plan Zone/Policy
Area

Consultation
November 2019
Code Proposal

Consultation
November 2020
Code Proposal

COMMENTS/ KEY CONCERNS

Residential - RPA
14 Toorak
Gardens (SouthEast)

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Request to include in Character Area Overlay
declined.
Subsequent request to include in Established
Neighbourhood Zone also denied
Suggested Suburban Neighbourhoold Zone
not compatible
Space around and between buildings will be
substantially reduced
Overshadowing, bulk and scale issues
related to two storey development

MAPPING
ERRORS

Action Requested

Apply Established Neighbourhood Zone
TNV needed for upper level setbacks to
match existing:
Rear - 8m
Side – 4m
Restrict garage width to 1/3 of width of the
site of dwelling
Amend boundary wall to restrict length of
developent on boundary to 8.0m
Site coverage should match existing

Poor design outcomes through increased
garage dominance
Residential RPA15 First
Creek

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Request to include in Character Area Overlay
declined.
Subsequent request to include in Established
Neighbourhood Zone also denied
Suggested Suburban Neighbourhoold Zone
not compatible
Space around and between buildings will be
substantially reduced
Overshadowing, bulk and scale issues
related to two storey development

Apply Established Neighbourhood Zone
TNV needed for upper level setbacks to
match existing:
Rear - 8m
Side – 4m
Amend boundary wall to restrict length of
developent on boundary to 8.0m
Restrict garage width to 1/3 of width of the
site of dwelling
Site coverage should match existing
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CITY OF BURNSIDE SUBMISSION ON REVISED DRAFT PLANNING AND DESIGN CODE - ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current
Development
Plan Zone/Policy
Area

Consultation
November 2019
Code Proposal

Consultation
November 2020
Code Proposal

COMMENTS/ KEY CONCERNS

MAPPING
ERRORS

Action Requested

Poor design outcomes through increased
garage dominance
Residential RPA16 Burnside
(North)

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Request to include part of RPA in Character
Area Overlay declined.

Apply Established Neighbourhood Zone
(part only – Young Street)

Subsequent request to include part RPA in
Established Neighbourhood Zone also
denied

TNV needed for upper level setbacks to
match existing:
Rear - 8m
Side – 4m

Suggested Suburban Neighbourhoold Zone
not compatible

Amend boundary wall to restrict length of
developent on boundary to 8.0m

Space around and between buildings will be
substantially reduced

Restrict garage width to 1/3 of width of the
site of dwelling

Overshadowing, bulk and scale issues
related to two storey development

Site coverage should match existing
Poor design outcomes through increased
garage dominance
Residential RPA17 Ferguson

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Hills
Neighbourhood

New zone selection more appropriate
given undulating land
Side setbacks are a flat 1.9m for a sloping
site (>12.5%)
Poor design outcomes through increased
garage dominance

Frontage for
Group dwellings &
Residential flats
should be 18m

Amend TNV for frontage to 18m for
residential flats
TNV needed for upper level setbacks to
match existing:
Rear - 8m
Side – 4m
Restrict garage width to 1/3 of width of the
site of dwelling
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CITY OF BURNSIDE SUBMISSION ON REVISED DRAFT PLANNING AND DESIGN CODE - ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current
Development
Plan Zone/Policy
Area

Consultation
November 2019
Code Proposal

Consultation
November 2020
Code Proposal

COMMENTS/ KEY CONCERNS

Residential RPA18 Eastwood

General
Neighbourhood

Established
Neighbourhood

New zone selection more appropriate

MAPPING
ERRORS

TNV needed for upper level setbacks to
match existing:

Key design concerns around upper level
setbacks
Residential –
RPA19 Glenside
(West)

Housing
Diversity
Neighbourhood

Housing
Diversity
Neighbourhood

Action Requested

Rear - 8m
Side – 4m

Request to include in Suburban
Neighbourhood denied

TNV needed for upper level setbacks to
match existing:
Rear - 8m
Side – 4m

Residential RPA20 Glenside
(Village)

General
Neighbourhood

Suburban
Neighbourhood

New zone selection more appropriate
Still concerns around many design elements
that will impact the space around and
between buildings and overshadowing, bulk
and scale issues related to two storey
development

Site areas
incorrect for
Group dwelling &
Residential Flat
Building
Public Code &
SAPPA say
300m2. Should be
minimum 400m2

TNV needed for upper level setbacks to
match existing:
Rear - 8m
Side – 4m
Amend boundary wall to restrict length of
developent on boundary to 8.0m
Site coverage should match existing
Amend TNV for min site area to 400 m2
for group dwellings and residential flats

Residential RPA21 Linden
Park

General
Neighbourhood

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Request to include RPA in Character Area
Overlay declined.
Subsequent request to include RPA in
Established Neighbourhood Zone also
denied
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Apply Established Neighbourhood Zone
TNV needed for upper level setbacks to
match existing:
Rear - 8m
Side – 4m

CITY OF BURNSIDE SUBMISSION ON REVISED DRAFT PLANNING AND DESIGN CODE - ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current
Development
Plan Zone/Policy
Area

Consultation
November 2019
Code Proposal

Consultation
November 2020
Code Proposal

COMMENTS/ KEY CONCERNS

MAPPING
ERRORS

Action Requested

Suggested Suburban Neighbourhoold Zone
not compatible

Amend boundary wall to restrict length of
developent on boundary to 8.0m

Space around and between buildings will be
substantially reduced

Restrict garage width to 1/3 of width of the
site of dwelling

Overshadowing, bulk and scale issues
related to two storey development

Site coverage should match existing

Poor design outcomes through increased
garage dominance
Residential RPA22 Beaumont
Common

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Request to include part of RPA in Character
Area Overlay declined.
Subsequent request to include part RPA in
Established Neighbourhood Zone also
denied
Suggested Suburban Neighbourhoold Zone
not compatible
Space around and between buildings will be
substantially reduced
Overshadowing, bulk and scale issues
related to two storey development
Poor design outcomes through increased
garage dominance

Apply Established Neighbourhood Zone
(part only – Greenhill Road, Kintore Ave,
Seaton Ave, Strathspey Street, Moore
Ave)
TNV needed for upper level setbacks to
match existing:
Rear - 8m
Side – 4m
Amend boundary wall to restrict length of
developent on boundary to 8.0m
Restrict garage width to 1/3 of width of the
site of dwelling
Site coverage should match existing
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CITY OF BURNSIDE SUBMISSION ON REVISED DRAFT PLANNING AND DESIGN CODE - ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current
Development
Plan Zone/Policy
Area

Consultation
November 2019
Code Proposal

Residential RPA23 Frewville

Consultation
November 2020
Code Proposal

COMMENTS/ KEY CONCERNS

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Request to include RPA in Character Area
Overlay declined.
Subsequent request to include RPA in
Established Neighbourhood Zone also
denied
Suggested Suburban Neighbourhoold Zone
not compatible
Space around and between buildings will be
substantially reduced
Overshadowing, bulk and scale issues
related to two storey development

MAPPING
ERRORS

Action Requested

Apply Established Neighbourhood Zone
TNV needed for upper level setbacks to
match existing:
Rear - 8m
Side – 4m
Amend boundary wall to restrict length of
developent on boundary to 8.0m
Restrict garage width to 1/3 of width of the
site of dwelling
Site coverage should match existing

Poor design outcomes through increased
garage dominance
Residential RPA24 Glenunga
(North)

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Request to include RPA in Character Area
Overlay declined.
Subsequent request to include RPA in
Established Neighbourhood Zone also
denied
Suggested Suburban Neighbourhoold Zone
not compatible
Space around and between buildings will be
substantially reduced
Overshadowing, bulk and scale issues
related to two storey development
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Apply Established Neighbourhood Zone
TNV needed for upper level setbacks to
match existing:
Rear - 8m
Side – 4m
Amend boundary wall to restrict length of
developent on boundary to 8.0m
Restrict garage width to 1/3 of width of the
site of dwelling
Site coverage should match existing

CITY OF BURNSIDE SUBMISSION ON REVISED DRAFT PLANNING AND DESIGN CODE - ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current
Development
Plan Zone/Policy
Area

Consultation
November 2019
Code Proposal

Consultation
November 2020
Code Proposal

COMMENTS/ KEY CONCERNS

MAPPING
ERRORS

Action Requested

Residential RPA25 St
Georges

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Space around and between buildings will be
substantially reduced

TNV needed for upper level setbacks to
match existing:

Overshadowing, bulk and scale issues
related to two storey development

Rear - 8m
Side – 4m

Poor design outcomes through increased
garage dominance

Amend boundary wall to restrict length of
developent on boundary to 8.0m
Restrict garage width to 1/3 of width of the
site of dwelling
Site coverage should match existing

Residential RPA26 Glenunga
(South)

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Request to include RPA in Character Area
Overlay declined.
Subsequent request to include RPA in
Established Neighbourhood Zone also
denied
Suggested Suburban Neighbourhoold Zone
not compatible
Space around and between buildings will be
substantially reduced
Overshadowing, bulk and scale issues
related to two storey development

TNVs via Public
portal are
incorrect. (But OK
via SAPPA Atlas )

Apply Established Neighbourhood Zone
TNV needed for upper level setbacks to
match existing:
Rear - 8m
Side – 4m
Amend boundary wall to restrict length of
developent on boundary to 8.0m
Restrict garage width to 1/3 of width of the
site of dwelling
Site coverage should match existing
Amend TNVs on Public Portal to maatch
SAPPA
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CITY OF BURNSIDE SUBMISSION ON REVISED DRAFT PLANNING AND DESIGN CODE - ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current
Development
Plan Zone/Policy
Area

Consultation
November 2019
Code Proposal

Consultation
November 2020
Code Proposal

COMMENTS/ KEY CONCERNS

Residential RPA27 Southern
Foothills

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Hills
Neighbourhood

New zone selection more appropriate
given undulating land

TNV needed for upper level setbacks to
match existing:

Side setbacks are a flat 1.9m for a sloping
site (>12.5%)

Rear - 8m
Side – 4m

Poor design outcomes through increased
garage dominance

Restrict garage width to 1/3 of width of the
site of dwelling

New zone selection more appropriate
however space around and between
buildings will be substantially reduced

TNV needed for upper level setbacks to
match existing:

Residential –
RPA28 Glen
Osmond
Residential

General
Neighbourhood

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Overshadowing, bulk and scale issues
related to two storey development
Poor design outcomes through increased
garage dominance

MAPPING
ERRORS

Action Requested

Rear - 8m
Side – 4m
Amend boundary wall to restrict length of
developent on boundary to 8.0m
Restrict garage width to 1/3 of width of the
site of dwelling
Site coverage should match existing

Residential RPA29 Skye and
Auldana

Urban Corridor
Boulevard

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Urban Corridor
(Boulevard)

Hills
Neighbourhood

Urban Corridor
(Boulevard)

New zone selection more appropriate
given undulating land

TNV needed for upper level setbacks to
match existing:

Side setbacks are a flat 1.9m for a sloping
site (>12.5%)

Rear - 8m
Side – 4m

Poor design outcomes through increased
garage dominance

Restrict garage width to 1/3 of width of the
site of dwelling

Building height incentives policy
“reintroduced” which allows a 30% height
incentive above the maximum building height

Remove 30% height incentive in this zone
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CITY OF BURNSIDE SUBMISSION ON REVISED DRAFT PLANNING AND DESIGN CODE - ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current
Development
Plan Zone/Policy
Area

Consultation
November 2019
Code Proposal

Consultation
November 2020
Code Proposal

COMMENTS/ KEY CONCERNS

MAPPING
ERRORS

for Signficant Development sites is
unwarranted and not supported.

Correct max building height to:
On land adjoining Greenhill Road
between Fullarton Road and Glen
Osmond Road – 7 storeys (and up to 25.5
metres).

Council previously raised strong objection to
this during the Ministerial DPA process.
This is inappropriate adjoining low-scale,
residential areas in Eastwood, Rose Park
and Dulwich

On land adjoining Fullarton Road between
Kensington Road and Greenhill Road – 6
storeys (and up to 22 metres).

The TNV for maximum heights is incorrect for
both Fullarton and Greenhill Rd.

Amend building envelope for all
boundaries from 45 to 30 degrees to
reflect existing

Amendments have also been made to
existing interface height diagram
Urban
CorridorTransit
Living (Glenside)

Urban Corridor
(Living)

Urban Corridor
(Living)

This zone is surrounded by low scale
residential properties along the northern and
eastern boundaries.
Development at the interface with adjoining
residential development is currently restricted
to 2 storeys through both policy and a Conept
Plan Fig UrC(TL(G))1

Watercourse
Watercourse Area
1 Glynburn Road

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Hazzards (Flooding) Overlay now applied
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Action Requested

Some height
TNVs are
incorrect (showing
8 storeys instead
of 2 storeys)
along the
interface
boundary –
amend to limit
height to 2
storeys along
entire interface

Amend building envelope for all
boundaries from 45 to 30 degrees to
reflect exising
Interface max height limit should be 2
storeys (in accordance with current
Concept Plan)

See general comments on Watercourse
Zone above.

CITY OF BURNSIDE SUBMISSION ON REVISED DRAFT PLANNING AND DESIGN CODE - ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current
Development
Plan Zone/Policy
Area

Consultation
November 2019
Code Proposal

Consultation
November 2020
Code Proposal

COMMENTS/ KEY CONCERNS

MAPPING
ERRORS

Action Requested

This area should be included in the
applicable surrounding zone.
TNV needed for upper level setbacks to
match existing:
Rear - 8m
Side – 4m
Restrict garage width to 1/3 of width of the
site of dwelling
Site coverage to match existing
Watercourse
Watercourse Area
1 Coopers
Brewery

Suburban
Neighbourhood

See general comments on Watercourse
Zone above.
This area should be included in the
applicable surrounding zone.
TNV needed for upper level setbacks to
match existing:
Rear - 8m
Side – 4m
Restrict garage width to 1/3 of width of the
site of dwelling
Site coverage to match existing

Watercourse

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Hazzards (Flooding) Overlay now applied
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See general comments on Watercourse
Zone above.

CITY OF BURNSIDE SUBMISSION ON REVISED DRAFT PLANNING AND DESIGN CODE - ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current
Development
Plan Zone/Policy
Area

Consultation
November 2019
Code Proposal

Consultation
November 2020
Code Proposal

COMMENTS/ KEY CONCERNS

MAPPING
ERRORS

Action Requested

This area should be included in the
applicable surrounding zone.
TNV needed for upper level setbacks to
match existing:
Rear - 8m
Side – 4m
Restrict garage width to 1/3 of width of the
site of dwelling
Site coverage to match existing
Winery (Magill
Estate)

Peri Urban

GENERAL
PORTAL
ERRORS

Using the tool:

Tourism
Development –
Winery
Experience

“What policies apply to a
development?”

New zone selection more appropriate

The answer “NO ASSESSMENT PATHWAY” is produced for the
following development scenarios:
In Community Facilities Zone – row dwelling
In Suburban Activity Centre Zone – group dwelling
In Suburban Neighbourhood Zone – shop
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